
Part B The Classicat Approach to Aggregate Demand and Supply

Tx¡  CusstcAl  THeony oF THE pnlc¡  Level

Tnr Rol¡ oF THE pnrce Lrvrl rN THE TxroRv or AccRpcare suppr_v
The classical theory of aggregate demand and supply is a complete explanation of the fac-tors that determine the level of employment, the level of GDi the re'lative price of laborand commodities (the real wage), aná the prices of labor and commodities in terms ofmoney (the nominal wage, w and the price lever, p). In this section, we fill in the remain_ing partby explaining how the classical theory of aggregate supply can ue amended to ac_commodate the fact that trades.take place using money as a medium of exchange. we ex_plain the role of the price lever in the theory of aggregate supply using three diagrams: thelabor demand and supply diagram, ttre páoucrion iunction ¿lugruri, and the aggregatesupply diagram.

THe Pnrce L¡vel AND THE Le¡on Drunruo an¡o suppr-v DracRen¡
Assume that the rabor demand and suppry decisions of households in a dynamic mone_tary economy are the same as the decisions that would be made in a static barter econ-omy' This assumption, used by classicar economists to simplify the theory of aggregatesupply, is valid if the way thar people make choices is gr"aity ,i.punr¿. These simpli_fications are modified in the m;de;n theory of dynamic equilibrium, which is discussedin Chapter 17.

In Figure 5.2' the labor-demand and supply curves prot the choices of the householdand the firm' In the classical model, the labár market is ássumed to be in equilibrium. Thereal wage and the level of employment are determined by the intersection point of üe la_bor demand and supply 
^curves, denoted by (wlp)E and Lí,,t;;;,""ds for equilibrium.The important feature of üe classicat unuíysis is that households and firms care only aboutthe real wage because the ratio of v¿ to P indicates how many commodities the householdwill receive for a given.labor effort. The equilibrium values of l,E and (wlp)Edepend inpractice on the nature ofthe technology anithe preferences ofthe households, since thesefeatu¡es of the economy determine tñ" porition, and the slopes of the rabor demand andsupply curves.

THr Pnooucr¡oru Furucnoru DlncRarvl

ü:,,?:"Tii:"x;ilXr*"':.,"i,:i::i#"ri'::ff il,i1il,1i:::TlT,:::;,*i,l:production function' The higher ihe-level of employment, the greater the supply of

ilr;.!,:"',1.:ffiTi:i"."?:Ifji*::i;ffi :j;,::ffi *il*ffi ","T',]**Lthe supply of labor; that is, when the labor input is equal to ¿E. The characteristics ofthe productíon function and the preferences of tt 
" 

t oor"holds determine this particu-lar output value.
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The labor Demand
and Supply Diagram

In the classical theory of aggregate
:upply, aggregate employment is
found by equating the quantity of
labor demanded to the quant¡ty of
labor supplied.

The theory determines the waqe in
equilibrium. For any given pricé level
there is a nominal wage such that
the real wage is equal to its equilib-
r ium level.

For example, suppose that (wtlp)
=  2 .  l l  P= 2  then wE -  4 ;  I  p  =  5
then n¿t=10. Only the ratio of r¿¡ to
P is determined by the theory.
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The Aggregate Supply
Curve

The quantity of output pro-
duced is independent of the
general price level.
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Tne AacneGArE SUPPLY t:,TI, 

ro derermine how rhe supply of outpur is relared ro rhe money price of
commodities. Since the quantities of labor demanded and supplied are both determined by
the real wage, there is no relationship between the price of commodities and the supply of

;:iT:J¿::H::3:i;1ffi1TH:TlXil#J,it":tffiH*:T:S;".TL"1'.,fi
nominal wage increases proportionately, leaving the real wage, the quantity of employ-
ment, and the supply of commodities unchanged.

The diagram in Figure 5.4 illustrates the classical üeory of aggregate supply by ploG
ting the price of commodities on the vertical axis and the aggregate supply of commodi-
ties on the horizontal axis. Because there is no relationship between the price of output
and the aggregate supply of commodities, this graph is a vertical line at the level of output
IE. At every point on this vertical line, the quantity of labor demanded is equal to the
quantity of labor supplied.

Tue corv¡prETE c lAssrcAr  TH¡onv oF AcGREGATE DEMAND AND suppr-y

we have used three diagrams to show how the classical theory of aggregate supply deter-
mines the real wage, the level of employment, and the aggregate supply of output. Figure
5.5 puts these three diagrams together to illustrate how the price level, output, and



Equilibrium in the Complete Classical System
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Panel A is the aggregate demand and supplv di_
a.gram. the downward_sloping curve is the ilas_
sical aggregate demand cürve. lhe vertical line
rs rne classrcal aggregate supply curve. (

Panel B has a 45. line that is used to translate
the,quanit i ty yE from the vert icalaxis of panetC
to the horizontal axis of panet A.
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l?::l^9 is a production-funcrion; given theevet ot employment, LE, the prod-uction func_
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l ied, YE.

?J: tl . labor demand and suppty dia_. Inrs ts usld to determine equilibiium
t, lE, and the equilibriúm real(wlR¡r.
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employment are determined in the complete classical system. Panel A plots the aggregate
demand and supply curves on a single diagram; panel D is the labor demand and supply
diagram; panel C is the production function; and panel B has a line at 45o to the axis that
is used to take vertical distances from panel C and plot them as horizontal distances on
panel A. We use this panel to translate the supply of output, determined by panels C and
D, to the aggregate demand and supply diagram in panel A.

The following analysis explains why the aggregate supply curve is a vertical line. Be-
ginning with panel A, pick an arbitrary value for the price of commodities. Call this arbi-
trary value P,. To find a point on the aggregate supply curve, we must find the quantity of
output produced when the price level equals P,. We turn to panel D, the labor demand and
supply diagram, to establish a value for the quantity of output supplied.

From panel D we find that at any commodity price, the equality of the quantity of la-
bor demanded with the quantity of labor supplied will result in IE hours of labor being
traded at a real wage of (w/P)E. To find the equilibrium supply of output, we may read off
the quantity of GDP produced when LE hours of labor are employed from the production
function on panel C. The final step is to use the 45' line in panel B to translate the distance
IE from üe vertical axis of panel C to the horizontal axis of panel A. This step establishes
that the point {P,, ÍE}is on the aggregate supply curve.

To find a second point on the aggregate supply curve, we could begin with a price
value that is either lower or higher than P,. Once again, we find that the equality of the
quantity of labor demanded with the quantity of labor supplied will require the household
to supply exactly IE hours of labor. The crucial point in this argument is the fact that the
quantities of labor demanded and supplied depend on the real wage and not on üe nomi-
nal wage or üe price level. If the price level doubles, a labor market equilibrium will exist
in which the nominal wage is twice as high. This equilibrium will have the same employ-
ment level and the same quantity of output supplied as the labor market equilibrium at the
price level P,. Becausé the equilibrium quantity of employment depends only on the real
wage and not on the price level, the assumption of labor market equilibrium generates the
same supply of output for every possible value of the price level.

Cusstc¡r- Txeony AND THE Dlsr¡rucr¡o¡¡ Benyrg¡¡ Re¡l ¡1,¡p Norvl¡ruel Vnn¡¡st-¡s

lt is possible to classify all econornic variables as either real variables or nominal vari-
ables. A real variable is measured in units of commodities. A nominal variable is mea-

:ff:#tri,"J3Jxiltl'i: H* l::f:? rP'e 
5 I presents an exampre or how to cras-

An important proposition logically follows from the classical assumption that all mar-
kets are in equilibrium. In the classical model, the aggregate supply curve is vertical. A
vertical aggegate supply curve implies that a fall in aggregate demand will cause a fall in
the price level and leave all real variables unaffected. Since üe demand for money is pro-
portional to the demand for commodities, a lU%o fall in the supply of money is predicted
to lead to a l07o fall in all nominal variables, including the price level and the nominal
wage. The proposition that nominal variables will move in proportion to changes in the
quantity of money and that real variables will be invariant to these changes is referred to
as the neutrality of money.
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Tnr N¡urReurvop MoNey

Figure 5.6 illustrates the response of output, employment, the real wage, and the price
level to a reduction in the quantity of money, as predicted by the classical model. Supposethat the average household begins each *"ák *ith $500 cash. During the week it receives
labor income and profits, and it purchases commodities from other households equal tothe value of its income. In a typical week, the stock of cash held at the beginning of theweek will equal the stock of cash on hand at the end of the week. Consider how üis econ-
omy would respond to an exogenous event that reduced the stock ofcash in circulation. Inpractice, there are several ways this might happen. Suppose that the government removes
$100 from the average household.r rne w"etit" -on"y supply contracts, the outlays ofthe household will be higher than usual because it must both finánce its purchases and pay
$100 to the government. If it were to maintain its normal spending pattern, the household
would end the week holding only $400 in cash. This would noiü" consisrenr with theequality ofthe demand and supply ofmoney because the household requires $500 in cashat the end of the week to meet its future n""d fo. money as a medium of exchange. In theclassical economy' the household tries to return its .urh hotdi.rgs to normal by spending
less on goods and services, but although a single household ca-n choose to hord $500 incash, the economy as a whole cannot.

l' In practice, most changes in.the stock of money are accomplished by actions of ,lr;;*"1 brrk;G

f:,Y:3!::::::,,}1:j:i,TTTTp":1,]* invoíves the sale of inte¡est_bearing bonds to the public. r¡ retu¡n
*lflJ;j*f'bric 

surrenders some orits monev ro,r'".""oJü".,l'. i¡ffi;ii.:;;üi'ii.1x!'ii;I ffi



The Response to a Reduction in the Money Supply Predicted by the Classical Model

Panel A Aggregate
Supply
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ADt: Aggregate demand before
money supply contracts

ADr: Aggregate demand after
the money supply contracts
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A contraction in the money supply causes the
aggregate demand curve in panel A to shift
from AD, to ADr. Since employment and the
quantity of commodities supplied are deter-
mined solely by real factors (preferences, tech-
nology, and endowments), there is no effect on
employment, the quantity of commodities sup-
plied, or the real wage. There is an effect on
nominal quantities, however. The nominal price
falls f rom PE1 lo PE2, and the nominal wage
falls in proportino to keep the real wage at its
eq u i I ibri u m' ler el (w/ P)E.
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